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SILVERSTONE: Carlos Sainz claimed his maiden
Formula One win on his 150th start in a thrilling
British Grand Prix at Silverstone on Sunday. The
Ferrari driver kept his cool to beat Red Bull’s Sergio
Perez and Lewis Hamilton for Mercedes. World
champion Max Verstappen finished out of the first
five in a race marred by a multi-car pile up at the
opening corner.

Meanwhile, the British Grand Prix was red-
flagged after a horror opening-corner multi-car
smash at Silverstone on Sunday, with Zhou
Guanyu’s Alfa Romeo flipped upside down and
hurtling over the circuit’s safety barrier. As Max
Verstappen pipped pole sitter Carlos Sainz to the
first corner there was “carnage” behind with mar-
shalls rushing to Zhou trapped in his stricken car.

George Russell’s Mercedes, Alpine’s Esteban
Ocon, Yuki Tsunoda (Alpha Tauri) and the Williams
of Alex Albon were also involved. Zhou’s car was
catapulted upside down, the Chinese rookie’s head
saved by his car’s roll hoop-halo as it skidded off
across a gravel trap and over tyre barriers into the
catch fencing, where it bounced back to finish semi-
upright in a stationary position. Detailed replays of
the accident were not available immediately until
Zhou had been rescued from his car.

He was attended by emergency evacuation
medical crews and lifted out, transferred on to a
stretcher and taken by ambulance to the circuit
medical centre. Albon was also taken to the med-

ical centre before being transferred to Coventry
Hospital by helicopter for further precautionary
tracks. The sport’s ruling body the International
Motoring Federation (FIA) advised that both driv-
ers were conscious and were being checked over
and evaluated.

They later announced that Zhou was “in good
health and has left the medical centre”. The normal
speed for Formula One cars in that part of the cir-
cuit is around 240 kph. In re-runs of the start, it
appeared that Russell, starting eighth, moved to his
right after a poor start and collided with Zhou’s Alfa
Romeo as the pair strove to stay ahead of Pierre
Gasly. This triggered Zhou’s wild excursion off-cir-
cuit and dragged other cars into further less serious
multiple collisions around them.

In a separate additional announcement, the FIA
confirmed also that several protestors had tried to run
on to the circuit following the red flag. “We also con-
firm that after the red flag, several people attempted
to enter the track,” said the statement. “These people
were immediately removed and the matter is now
being dealt with by the local authorities.”

The field filed back to the pits after the collision
as a specialist extraction crew attended Zhou, who
remained in his car, until he was lifted clear. Other
drivers including Russell climbed from their cars to
assist Zhou following the collision. The teams
involved were all in frantic action repairing their
damaged cars after the incident in preparation for a

re-start. In a radio statement, Alfa Romeo said:
“Zhou is conscious, he is talking, there are no frac-
tures. Considering the circumstances, he is pretty
good, pretty well.”

This was not the first collision in which the ‘halo’
device was instrumental in saving a driver from
serious injury - Roy Nissany survived after another
car driven by Dennis Hauger landed on top his

cockpit in which he was saved by the halo. Both
escaped unhurt. After a near one hour delay the
race restarted in the original starting order, with the
grid reduced to 17 with the retirements of Zhou,
Albon and Russell. Unlike the original start Sainz
managed to held off Verstappen to the first corner
as the Spaniard seeks his first ever F1 win in his
150th start after securing his maiden pole. —AFP

Zhou escapes serious injury after multi-car smash at Silverstone

Carlos Sainz claims maiden 
F1 win in British Grand Prix

Ireland’s Farrell 
defiant as tour 
headaches mount
AUCKLAND: Ireland coach Andy Farrell said on
Sunday two humbling tour defeats in New Zealand
and mounting injuries provided the ideal chance to
assess who has World Cup credentials within his
squad. Farrell was in a defiant mood after Ireland’s
42-19 loss to the ruthless All Blacks in Auckland on
Saturday, three days after his second-string side
succumbed 32-17 to the Maori All Blacks. He
acknowledged the tourists will need to dig deep to
reverse those results in the two remaining Tests
and a second match against the Maori.

Despite the tour falling at the end of the north-
ern hemisphere season, he won’t accept fatigue as
an excuse. “We’re to see if our players have got
excuses or not in regards to backing up,” Farrell
said. “Doing it that way, to me, makes us stronger
as a group. It makes us ready for what’s going to
come our way over the next 18 months. “There’s
nothing like a tour of New Zealand to keep you on
track and find out about yourselves. Who can deal
with pressure like this? Staff and players.”

Ireland impressed in patches and recovered in
the second half after trailing 28-5 at the break on
Saturday. Farrell admitted his team lacked clinical
finishing but pointed to other key aspects - the
scrum and breakdown - as areas where they
struggled with the interpretation of English refer-
ee Karl Dickson. He said he would make a point of
highlighting issues with Jaco Peyper, the South
African who wil l  control the second Test in
Dunedin this week.

Captain Johnny Sexton, who was replaced in the
first-half with a head knock, must pass an additional

assessment on Monday to be available for Dunedin.
Losing the veteran fly-half will be a heavy blow
although Farrell praised the bench contribution of
playmaker Joey Carbery. Farrell confirmed midweek
starter Jamie Hume (groin injury) had become the
second player ruled out of the tour after lock Iain
Henderson, and the young centre would be replaced
by six-Test back Stuart McCloskey.

‘Can’t keep up’
Injuries are mounting in the front row where

prop Jeremy Loughman and hooker Dave
Heffernan are unavailable for Dunedin with con-
cussion while hooker Rob Herring is battling injury.
Finlay Bealham was a late exclusion in Auckland
with Covid and fellow prop Cian Healy wasn’t
risked off the bench because of an ankle problem.

Adding to Farrell’s headaches, Leinster’s Ed
Byrne was due to arrive as front row cover on
Saturday but a delayed flight resulted in a hasty
call to New Zealand-based former Irish prop
Michael Bent, 36, who raced to be on standby at
Eden Park. “There’s that much that’s gone on over
the last 10 days, I can’t keep up with it myself,”
Farrell said. “But that’s the game and we have to
find out about ourselves. “If we come away from
this tour with five gems that we know can play at
this level by being good examples day in-day
out... then we’ve won on this tour.”

New Zealand ful lback Jordie Barrett was
relieved his team could open the year in style,
seven months after heavy losses away to Ireland
and France. However, he warned the Irish would
come out fighting after the defeat and seek to
bounce back in the second Test. “We’re kidding
ourselves if we think there isn’t going to be a
response next week. They’ve got a lot of quality
and they’re not coming over here for a holiday,”
he said. “They dominated a lot of that first quarter
but we knew if we held onto the ball, we could
punish them.” —AFP

NEW YORK: Zion Williamson, who missed the
past NBA season due to a broken right foot, has
agreed to a five-year maximum rookie contract
extension with the New Orleans Pelicans, ESPN
reported Saturday. Williamson’s deal is worth
$193 million but has escalator clause incentives
that could bring the power forward as much as
$231 million. The extra money would be trig-
gered if Williamson can make the All-NBA Team
or win NBA Most Valuable Player or Defensive
Player of the Year awards next season.

The top pick in the 2019 NBA Draft has
struggled with injuries but shown moments of
brilliance in his NBA start, averaging 25.7 points,
7.0 rebounds and 3.2 assists over 85 contests
from 2019-2021. Williamson suffered a knee
injury in his rookie season that delayed his NBA
debut until January 2020. Williamson will turn 22
on Wednesday, which is the first day NBA play-
ers can sign contracts for the 2022-23 season.
Until  then, deals are generally released by
agents or in reports with clubs unable to confirm
any moves.

As a rookie, Williamson matched Shaquille
O’Neal as the only teens in NBA history to
average 20 points and shoot 55% from the
court. The Pelicans, boosted by CJ McCollum
and Brandon Ingram, went 36-46 last season
and lost to Phoenix in the first round of the
NBA playoffs, the first post-season trip for
New Orleans since 2018. Adding a healthy
Williamson to the mix could make the Pelicans
yet another contender in a packed Western
Conference fight next season.

Durant’s cryptic tweet 
Kevin Durant posted a cryptic tweet on

Saturday in his first public comment since it
was revealed he has asked to be traded from

the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets. The two-time NBA
champion and 2014 NBA Most Valuable Player
sent a shockwave through free agency with
reports Thursday he wanted to leave the Nets,
with Phoenix and Miami his preferred trade
destinations.

Durant, a 14-year NBA veteran, provided little
clue about his motivations on social media even
as he ended his silence on the matter. “The ones
who were locked in that gym with me know what
it is, they know what I’m about,” Durant tweeted.
“If u haven’t been in there with me, ask around.”
Durant, who turns 34 in September, averaged
28.7 points, 7.3 rebounds and 6.1 assists in the
past two seasons with the Nets after leaving
Golden State and missing the entire 2019-20
campaign with a right Achilles tendon injury.

The 12-time NBA All-Star forward has helped
the United States win the past three Olympic
gold medals. His arrival with the Nets together
with Kyrie Irving brought hopes that Brooklyn
would become a powerhouse club but such lofty
dreams never came to pass. The Nets lost in the
second round of last year’s playoffs to eventual
champion Milwaukee and were swept out in the
first round of this year’s playoffs by Boston.

Teams will struggle to be able to make a trade
for Durant that satisfies the Nets. Durant has
four years and $198 million remaining on a con-
tract extension signed with the Nets, and multi-
ple reports say Brooklyn has set a high trade
haul for any club interested in a deal for Durant.
The Athletic reported on Saturday that the
Minnesota Timberwolves asked the Nets about
Durant but were told the number of All-Stars
and NBA Draft picks Brooklyn sought and, not
wanting to part with Karl-Anthony Towns,
decided to swing a deal on Friday with Utah for
Rudy Gobert. —AFP
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Argentina give 
coach Cheika debut 
victory over Scotland
SAN SALVADOR DE JUJUY: Australian Michael
Cheika’s tenure as Argentina coach got off to a per-
fect start on Saturday as the Pumas beat Scotland
26-18 in San Salvador de Jujuy, their first home
match in almost three years. Tries from Jeronimo de
la Fuente and replacement Santiago Carreras in a
dominant first half set the Pumas on their way.

But after Mark Bennett and Rory Hutchinson
tries brought the tourists level , scrum-half
Gonzalo Bertranou won it with an opportunistic
effort with a quarter of the match left. “Of course,
it was the first step, there were some parts of the
game I liked and some that we need to work on,”
Cheika, 55, told ESPN.

“But like I said before the game, we need to do
two jobs: work long term and try to do our best in
the short term.” Cheika knew he would have his
work cut out with a team that had lost eight of their
last nine internationals, saying in midweek: “We
know that on Saturday we will not be perfect.” But it
was a Scotland side that had not lost to the Pumas
since 2011, winning on five of their previous six visits
to Argentina, who put in a poor first half showing.

“We didn’t get going until the second half, and
then we got into a position from which we should
have kicked on, and didn’t,” a disappointed Scotland
coach Gregor Townsend told Sky Sports. After
opposing fly-halves Nicolas Sanchez and Blair
Kinghorn kicked a pair of penalties each, the hosts
started to take control as Scotland looked hopeless-
ly disjointed. Center De la Fuente burrowed over
from close range on the half hour mark despite
scrum-half Ali Price’s best efforts to hold him up
over the line.

Winger Emiliano Boffelli, who took over kicking
duties after Sanchez was forced off injured after 20
minutes and had already missed a penalty, dragged
his conversion attempt well wide. But Argentina
were over the whitewash again just three minutes
later. Full-back Juan Cruz Mallia made ground to
bring Argentina close to the tryline and one phase
later Carreras dived over, with Boffelli this time
kicking the extras. Scotland just about held out for
the rest of the half to trail 18-6 at the break.

Scotland comeback stalls 
It was a different story after the restart as

Scotland came storming back. Outside center
Bennett hit a perfect line to meet Kinghorn’s long,
flat pass and burst through a gap to score on 57
minutes. Argentina were reeling and Scotland’s for-
wards bundled up towards the tryline before
Kinghorn took on Bertranou and slipped a reverse
pass for Rory Hutchinson to dive over. Kinghorn
then kicked the extras to level the scores.

Parity did not last long as Boffelli claimed the ball
direct from the kick-off and Argentina rumbled
down the touchline before Bertranou picked the ball
up from the back of the ruck and dotted it down on
the blindside. Boffelli, though, missed for the third
time out of four kicks at goal. But 10 minutes from
time he landed a penalty to stretch the Pumas’ lead
out to two scores. That came shortly after Scotland
thought they had scored in the corner, only to be
denied by a forward pass. Scotland were unable to
exert any real pressure and fell to defeat in the first
of this three-match series. —AFP

Australia’s head coach Michael Cheika

SILVERSTONE: Alfa Romeo’s Chinese driver Zhou Guanyu (left) and Mercedes’ British driver George Russell
skid across the track after a collision at the start of the Formula One British Grand Prix at the Silverstone
motor racing circuit in Silverstone, central England on July 3, 2022.  —AFP


